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Category: Feature 
 
Genre: Drama, Psychological Thriller 
 
Logline: When the past of a wife and mother surfaces she quickly spins into mental 
break as she relives and retraces the events that led up to her parents death. 
Meanwhile, back at home Anne's husband and daughter deal with family issues that her 
disappearance has brought up and an overbearing grandmother that has secrets of her 
own. 
 
Synopsis: Anne Smith goes about her day with her picture perfect family. As she drives 
along a song takes her back to a tragic moment and she loses control of her car. Dazed 
and confused she rushes home. Anne trashes the house in search of an old photo and 
abruptly leaves. Sheri, Anne’s mom arrives and Frank, Anne’s husband tells her Anne is 
missing. Frank deals with the cops when his daughter, Jillian stumbles in drunk. 
Meanwhile Anne is now seeing the world as her 16 year old self. She continuously 
flashes back to memories of her boyfriend Devin and her parents Mary and Harvey. 
Sheri confesses to Frank that she is not Anne’s mother and reveals Anne is mentally 
unstable. A Detective follow up with Frank and tells him they believe Anne ran away. As 
Anne hitchhikes she see her younger self and Devin, making plans to runaway. Harvey 
catches them and beats Devin. Sheri arrives to pick up her son, Devin and vows to 
make them pay. Frank discovers Anne’s parents were murdered by Devin and threatens 
Sheri. Anne arrives at her childhood home. Jillian meets Sheri and when the two don’t 
see eye to eye Sheri kidnaps her. Anne lies on the floor of her parent’s room and 
flashes back to finding her parents dead and Devin with a knife. Devin wants Anne to 
come with him. Frank arrives and finds Anne on the floor hallucinating. Sheri and an 
unconscious Jillian arrive just after Frank and confronts Frank and Anne. Anne tries to 
trade herself for Jillian. Sheri pulls a gun and shoots Anne. The cops arrive and shot 
Sheri. Three months later Anne and her family enjoy a family meal. Later in a therapy 
session Anne goes on about her parents being mad with her. Her Doctor calls Frank 
and suggest they stop the home visits. As Anne is escorted to her room her Parent’s 
and Sheri wave to her.  An steps into her room and Devin reveals himself to her as the 
nurse shut the door. 


